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**IN FOCUS**

Leading innovation for a sustainable future

**UNIDO Innovators**

Read article here

**PARTNERS**

UNIDO projects to benefit from record Global Environment Facility funding

Impact: Women entrepreneurs empowered through the Rabeha joint programme

Project: Rebuilding the carpentry profession in Liberia

**NEWS**

Technology transfer and capacity building helps Cuba's packaging sector

Nature-based sustainable industrialization: Opportunities for developing countries

UNIDO supports industry innovation in Latin America

Nigeria: scholarships to encourage young women to study refrigeration and air conditioning

UNIDO at the EU Green Week Conference

Unleashing the Power of Automation: Travel Requests made easier

**EVENTS**

Industrial Development Board adjourns with agreement

Industrial policy for Sustainable Development Goals acceleration

UNIDO ITPOs join forces for Berlin initiative

Upcoming: Bridge for Cities 2023

Upcoming: World Cotton Day 2023

Upcoming: First International Vienna Energy and Climate Forum

**DID YOU KNOW**

Higher-technology industries are far more resilient in crises than their lower-technology counterparts

Want to share your story, project or event in the next issue of the UNIDO Newsletter?

Contact us: newsletter@unido.org
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